Legacy GRC Transformation
to ServiceNow IRM
Leverage our experience in platform and
certified migration tools for efficient migration

Legacy GRC solutions have been built on technologies
and architectures that are now obsolete, with inflexible
architecture. As a ServiceNow strategic partner that
has conducted several legacy GRC projects, Wipro
provides you the expertise on both solutions and helps
you evaluate the gap between your current solution and
a transformation to ServiceNow Integrated Risk
Management (IRM), together with a business impact
analysis. We leverage market solutions to automate
data migration, and redesign processes and workflows
to fit to the logic and the architecture of the
ServiceNow IRM solution.

Key benefits
Manage risks in real-time

Simplify GRC process and
eliminate errors

Optimize internal audit productivity

Improve strategic planning and
decision making
Ensure smooth and faster
transformation
Enable a mature organizational
GRC program through automation
and integration
Offers evidence collection to regulatory
requirement in the same solution

Connect the three lines of defense

Get the certification of no data
loss during transformation
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Focus on the business process
transformation of the program
and let Wipro enable the
transformation to your
ServiceNow IRM/GRC solution.

Journey to a modern
IRM-GRC solution
with Wipro

that constitute the entire GRC workflow. Wipro's
ServiceNow experts leverage these tools to provide
an IRM solution that optimize inefficient processes
and help you respond better to business risks. Our
GRC services continuously examine risks as they
occur, and help you in prioritizing and managing
them to improve your risk management program.

Changing GRC platform is not easy and the decision
is often delayed until it becomes unavoidable.
Wipro helps you design the journey to a modern
IRM-GRC solution such as ServiceNow. We drive
the transformation project towards the new
solution and run the solution once implemented.
The ServiceNow Integrated Risk Management
(GRC) suite comprises of four main applications

Transform successfully
and with agility

Tooling, Wipro IP,
Processes,Automation

2000s and before

2010s

2000s and beyond

Office suit tools

Legacy GRC Technology

ServiceNow IRM

• Typical Efficiency gain: 20 to
30%

• Basic Workflow engines and
legacy GRC solutions

• Example: Compliance
attestation cycle that took 10
weeks now takes 7-8 weeks

• Typical Efficiency Gain: 40-50%

1st Generation
Primary Driver: Bringing silos
of unstructured data and
information together and
making it structured

• Example: Compliance
attestation cycle that took 10
weeks now takes 5-6 weeks

• Typical Efficiency Gain: 99%
• Example: Compliance
attestation cycle that took 10
weeks now takes 1 minute

• Example: Risk MI reporting that
took 4 FTE per quarter now
takes 2.

2nd Generation
Primary Driver: Bringing
people together and driving
consistency in process
and taxonomy

Transformation

• Example: Risk MI reporting that
took 4 FTE per quarter now
takes 3.

• Modern Enterprise platforms
with access to operational
data from the business and
Workflows across all
Enterprise silos

• Example: Risk MI reporting that
took 4 FTE per quarter now
takes nothing as it is a dynamic
Dashboard, recalculated live.

3rd Generation
Primary Driver: Bringing
systems and machines together
to eliminate the need for
humans for repetitive tasks
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 200,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build a
better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

